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My name is Saleem, 
and I'm a user experi-
ence designer from 
Hyderabad, INDIA. 

I create digital prod-
ucts that are usable, 
enjoyable, and effec-
tive for users. I'm 
working with compa-
nies to develop inno-
vative design solutions 
that meet user needs 
and business goals.

I have a passion for all 
things design. I have 
exposure to working 
with end-user focused 
customer applications 
as well as highly tech-
nical product interfac-
es, with expertise in 
designing consum-
er-grade applications.

SKILLS
Interaction Design
I can describe how things should behave.
User Research
Understanding user behaviors, needs, and motivations 
through observation techniques.
Information Architecture
I can do the strange and multidisciplinary work of an Informa-
tion Architect.
Prototyping
I can quickly create prototypes to demonstrate design con-
cepts
Visual Design
I can make things pretty.
Usability Testing
I can evaluate a product or design by testing it on users.
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I follows a six-step Agile UX design process:

Define business goals

Conduct research

Explore concept design

Document design plan

Build

Release product or feature

sm@saleemm.com
+91 9052190876
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Project 1

PEGA CASE MANAGEMENT AND 
PEGA SOCIAL
http://design.pega.com/examples/social-collaboration

-

-

Process

Audited existing Pega Case Management to understand functional-
ity and to identify which features need design thinking

Conducted competitor analysis to analyze best practices 

Conducted a card sort exercise to improve information architecture 
in navigation

Developed proto-personas to understand and empathize with users

Surveyed users to understand what was working and what wasn't

Lead workshops to brainstorm and ideate 

Wireframed and prototyped solutions using whiteboards, Sketch.

Collected feedback and tested hypotheses with internal stake hold-
ers and external users

Developed a cohesive design solutions

Documented styles and components



Pega Social empowers customers and employess to do 
more by connect- collaborate-conclude. 

This is Pega Social not very long back

Not a one-stop-shop for whats going on @ work

Separate  URL / Apps / Systems, etc. 

Tribal knowledge of where to do what

No sharing of information/collaboration/linkage across apps



The Result - Pega Social
Introducing all new ‘PEGA PULSE’

Richer collaboration capabilities in Pulse so that it is more easy to use 
it to share and post new feeds to other users.

Ability to filter feed of choice and follow users

Real time updates to Pulse Feed viewers when there are new posts 
available in that context! 

Like, bookmark and tag posts

Present data from more than one specific source to support single 
view of various events-discussions happening in the application.

SPACES’s and curated content

Create an ad-hoc space/group around a particular topic and collabo-
rate with the members in that Group. 

Admin to add/delete users to the Group

Create a PIN referring to Cases, Reports, Documents, pulse posts etc 

DOCUMENTS

Ability create and view new document in the application 

Sharing a Document across multiple contexts
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Pega’s dynamic case management 
maximizes efficiency and consistency

The strength of the legacy Pega Case Management  is its comprehensive 
ness; options abound thanks to years of adding features to accommo-
date customers' individual and very specific needs. But the interface was 
cluttered and unintuitive, and many features were not even used 
anymore.

Recent features I worked in Case Management

Simple case auditing 

Easy collaboration configurations in a Case type

'My Apps' for quicker navigation across apps



The Result - Pega Case Management

My Apps

App Studio settings for collaboration

Simple Case Auditing



Project 2

PEGA CPQ

-

-

My role, key responsibilities and process followed

To engage with Product Owner to define scope of the project

Requirement analysis and gathering   

User research and define persona for the proposed applications

White-board sessions, paper prototyping, wire framing and proto-
type development

Help development teams to convert design to UI

Use case scenario creation and usability testing 

Challenges

To come-up with creative design which is achievable with product 
guidelines

Had to cut down the huge scope at initial stage to come-up better 
user experience

To design responsive UI which works in any device

Final deliverables

Persona, Design pattern, wire-frame, Visual design, Usability testing 

Pega Configure Price Quote (CPQ) for Communications makes it simple 
to configure, price, and quote digital proposals for the opportunity to 
order process. It allows CSPs to beat sales targets, move faster than the 
competition, and increase sales e�ectiveness. It supports multi-site 
subscription services, enables an omni-channel experience, and defines 
o�ers in an integrated product catalog.



Conducting one-on-one interviews with a wide demo -
graphic of the targeted audience(s)
Conduct analysis on the research data
Define the customer life-cycle and understand all of the 
corresponding touch points. 

Persona Research and documentation

I use white boarding sessions and paper prototypes for 
sketch out my ideas. Lower fidelity reviews will result in more 
severe critiques. 

For designs used in concept testing and usability evaluation, i 
use adobe illustrator and marvellapp to create high fidelity 
rapid prototypes.

I remotely operate  with in an agile UX environment with
product owners and stake holders between Hyderabad, 
Bosto n and Amsterdam. Skype for business allowed us to 
collaborate design work, modernizing our approach from 
traditional static reviews.

White-board, paper-prototypes & wire frames
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Watching users try to accomplish tasks on your application is 
the most e�ective and e�cient way to uncover usability 
problems. 

Usability Study and Recommendations



Project 3

INFOSYS I-TRADE

-

-

My role, key responsibilities and process followed

Partnered with three project managers and one other lead designer 
to uncover insights and translate concepts into features that address customer 
behaviors and motivations  

Defined the product with my project manager partners. I evange-
lized customer goals and balanced business goals. I prioritized and 
negotiated features for launch and beyond    

Challenges

Unhappy customer with previous design deliverables

Multi-language support

Final deliverables

Persona, Site map, Mind map, Card sorting metrics, Design pattern, 
wire-frame, Visual design, Usability testing metrics

Lead redesign of largest Asset Manager in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia NCB Capital 
trading applications, web, desktop and mobile  interfaces. Re factored taxonomy, and 
implemented design best practices.  



Wireframe:

Visual Design:



Design for Desktop and Mobile application
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